
The Disappeared

Little by little.
One school at a time.  
A traditional, old-school-collaborative, local-neighborhood-accessible, all-student-

protective, teacher-and-community-involved, school-based management?
Going, going – in the name of a no-excuses test-score answerability:
Gone.
Under an ever more prescriptive supervision, each year’s cyclically interchanging supply 

of greenhorn educators were less and less likely to recognize that a powerful aspect of a low-
income teacher’s job had ever, actually, been an outspoken, risk-taking, don’t-shut-me-up 
confidence.  What they did comprehend; what novice employees did absorb inside attendance-
mandatory meeting after attendance-mandatory meeting?

Was that teachers of any age or any background – were submissive.  
Not only submissive, but, due to each year’s increasingly vicious use of a retaliatory, 

shame-based blame and the burgeoning list of vilifications now malignantly connected to a 
haphazardly (and often illegally) implemented modern-day evaluation – afraid.  After all, in days 
of a no-excuses top-down authority, you simply never knew when daddy, particularly any one of 
the thin-skinned and overwhelmingly defensive program-trained daddies who just a minute ago 
had been assigned to run your building: 

Might be pissed off.
What new recruits were allowed to see (shoot, it was one of their very first lessons), was 

that teachers who resisted; teachers who called attention to themselves; teachers who persisted in 
standing up to question top-down directives – those old-fashioned, oppositionally outspoken 
professionals who continued to take a proactive role and voice opinions?  Well, those teachers, as 
the rules around a modern-day evaluation now dictated, could very assertively – and with a 
blatant disregard for traditionally written rights of due process – be publicly and humiliatingly 
punished.  

One day, in fact?  
You might come to work and find out that teachers like these:
Had disappeared. 
In the name of the good teacher assessment practices initiated by privileged-class, 

department-of-education-friendly lawmakers (well-paid, culturally-blindered politicians who, 
rather than actually stepping up to address the frightening array of issues debilitatingly attached 
to our nation’s growing and ever more visible social inequity, vociferously proposed that – oh, 
my; but undoubtedly: It was always selfishly change-resistant old teachers who created any and 
all negative press inside low-income buildings).  Well, in the chaotic pace of modern days, new 
educational hires immediately discovered that any employee who, in any way, articulated an 
unhappy frustration?  

Could now be excessively and exhaustively evaluated.  
Overwhelmingly and intimidatingly observed.
Ordered to jump, arduously and impossibly, through hoop after spirit-breaking hoop.  

Placed unexpectedly and intimidatingly on alarmingly formal, don’t-talk-back, letter-in-your-file 
plans for remediation.  

Forced, without warning or recourse?



Into no-due-process, no-school-contact, résumé-and-job-killing administrative leaves.  
And, ultimately?  In the most potent and each year more belligerently utilized teacher-silencing 
tactic known to the district and to a modern-day, privileged-consumer nation:

Forced out.  
Out of the building, out of the district.
And out of teaching.  


